
Traditional Arts 
Quiz



What is the name of the woman who 
is known for starting kabuki in Japan?

① Zeami

② Sen no Rikyu

③ Okuni

④ Himiko
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What do you call the male kabuki actor 
who performs a woman's role in 
kabuki?

① onnagata

② onnashiki 

③ onnafū

④ onnasugata
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What do you call the shouting call to 
kabuki actors from the audience such as
"Nakamura-ya!"?

① ōgoe

② ōen

③ ōshibai

④ ōmukō
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What do you call the runway that extends from
the stage through the audience seats that 
kabuki actors use during the performance?

① yamamichi [mountain path]

② hanamichi [flower path]

③ kusamichi [grass path]

④ hoshimichi [star path]
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What do you call the stage makeup worn
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① fuchidori

② suminuri

③ kumadori

④ ironuri
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At the climactic moment in the kabuki 
performance, the actor freezes for a 
moment. What is this called?

① mie

② mise

③ mite

④ mire
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In "shinjūmono" kabuki plays, what will the 
main male and female characters do at the end?

① get married

② break up

③ quarrel

④ kill themselves
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① ninjin yakusha [carrot actor]

② daikon yakusha [radish actor]

③ jagaimo yakusha [potato actor]

④ kabocha yakusha [pumpkin actor]

What do you call the actor whose
performance is poor?
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What is the Japanese phrase that is said to
have come from the kabuki world and later 
became a common expression for one's best
performance or skill?

① jūichiban [No. 11]

② jūhachiban [No. 18]

③ hyakuichiban [No. 101]

④ hyakuhachiban [No. 108]
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In bunraku, the traditional Japanese puppet 
performance, how many people control one 
puppet on the stage?

① 1 person

② 2 persons

③ 3 persons

④ 4 persons
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Which musical instrument does the narrator
play in bunraku, the traditional Japanese 
puppet performance, while telling the story?

① ② ③ ④

koto tsuzumi shamisen fue
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Which of the following shows the correct 
seating position for musicians on the noh or 
kabuki stage?

① ② ③ ④
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Which is the first traditional performing art
that was registered by UNESCO in 2001
as an intangible cultural heritage of Japan?

① bunraku

② nohgaku

③ kabuki

④ rakugo
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that was established in the same period as noh 
to make the audience laugh with comical stories?
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② kyogen

③ manzai

④ bunraku
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tea ceremony?
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What is the expression that originally came from the 
tea ceremony and means "There might be only one 
time in my life that I meet you. So, I savor this moment 
with you"?

① itchō ittan

② itchō isseki

③ ikki ichiyū

④ ichigo ichie
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Ikebana flower arrangement has been developed as 
an interior decoration for a Japanese-style room. 
Where has it usually been placed in the room?
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③ mind, technique and body

④ sea, sky and earth

Ikebana is said to express three elements
using flowers. What are they?
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What expression do people use to describe the act of 
smelling incense in "kodo," or the Japanese art of
appreciating incense? It is "kō o ( )" (___ the incense).

① kō o miru [see the fragrance]

② kō o nomu [drink the fragrance]

③ kō o yomu [read the fragrance]

④ kō o kiku [hear the fragrance]
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manzai (stand-up comic dialogue), or
koodan (traditional oral story telling)?
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What do you call the final part of a rakugo 
story that usually makes the audience laugh 
at the end?

① boke

② tsukkomi

③ neta

④ ochi
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① yokozuna

② nadai

③ shin-uchi

④ shihan
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What do you call the way of tying the obi sash worn 
by maiko (apprentice geisha) in Kyoto, which is 
easily distinguished by its long tails hanging in the 
back?

① burari no obi

② darari no obi

③ zururi no obi

④ porori no obi
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What do you call the traditional Japanese dance 
performance held in Kyoto in April by many 
maiko (apprentice geisha)?

① Kyōto Odori

② Gion Odori

③ Heian Odori

④ Miyako Odori
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been acknowledged by the government?
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This is a famous painting by Tawaraya
Sotatsu . What is depicted in this painting 
besides the god of wind?

① god of thunder

② god of rain

③ god of sun

④ god of rainbow
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sanjurokkei [Thirty-six Views of Mt. Fuji]" 
that depicted Mt. Fuji in various ways?
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Who is the famous Western painter influenced by 
Japanese ukiyoe and known to have imitated the ukiyoe 
paintings of Katsushika Hokusai and Ando Hiroshige?
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② Vincent van Gogh

③ Auguste Renoir
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Which is the picture drawn around the late 
12th century to early 13th century that is 
said to be "Japan's oldest work of manga"?

① Chūjū Jinbutsu Giga [caricature painting
of insect- & beast-shaped humans]

② Chōjū Jinbutsu Giga [caricature painting
of bird- & beast-shaped humans]

③ Gyojū Jinbutsu Giga [caricature painting
of fish- & beast-shaped humans]

④ Kajū Jinbutsu Giga [caricature painting of
flower- & beast-shaped humans]
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This is a traditional Japanese doll mainly 
produced in the Tohoku region. What is this 
doll called?

① kakashi

② kashiwa

③ kokeshi

④ kokeshi
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This is a traditional Japanese craft called
"hagoita." What was this originally used for 
as a tool?

① collect trash

② game like badminton

③ stir up air by fanning

④ hit flank of horse
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④ collect fallen leaves
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Among Japanese ceramic works, which is characterized 
by white porcelain as a base with luxurious decorations 
painted on it and produced in Kyushu?

① Hagi-yaki

② Arita-yaki

③ Kiyomizu-yaki

④ Mashiko-yaki
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This is a traditional Japanese device called 
"netsuke," which is famous overseas as a 
work of art. What was it originally used for?

① piece for chess-like game

② personal seal for calligraphy

③ attach accessory pouch to
obi sash of kimono

④ decorate hair
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This is a Japanese garden style where only stones 
and rocks are used to symbolize elements of nature
such as mountains or the ocean and rivers without 
using water. What is this garden style called?

① ishisansui

② karesansui

③ niwasansui

④ hiyasansui
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What do you call the Japanese art of 
planting trees in small containers or pots 
and growing them in various shapes?

① bonsai

② binsai

③ bansai

④ bunsai
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Which of the following performing arts 
has the longest history?

① Kabuki

② Japanese puppet show

③ Noh

④ Nagauta (traditional music sung
to samisen accompaniment)
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What is the mythical creature used as 
a symbol of the Kabuki ?

① phoenix

② qilin

③ dragon

④ white tiger
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